B2 MOBILE
TEST SUITE

The B2 Mobile Test Suite
Includes:
Smartphones to test and use
with: Apple Pay®; Visa CDET
(Contactless Device Evaluation
Toolkit); Mastercard CTT
(Contactless Test Tool) which
includes M-TIP (Mastercard
Terminal Integration Process)
profiles

Performing payments using mobile devices are becoming more
prominent as consumers are recognizing the convenience it brings
them when making purchases. And, merchants are starting to take
note of this tap-to-pay trend.
An increasing number of merchants are beginning to see the
necessity of accepting this digital form of payment, as it not only
provides a quick and easy way for customers to pay, but it also aligns
with what is becoming a customer expectation -- ultimately helping to
build customer loyalty and increase the merchant’s customer service
levels for the customer checkout process.

Pre-loaded static Device PANs in
the phones’ mobile wallet and
Applications

However, due to the complexity of the mobile payments integration –
which is required to ensure that mobile devices work properly through
the point-of-sale all the way to the issuer -- it is extremely important to
perform comprehensive testing of your contactless payment solution
with mobile devices as part of your integration and acceptance prior
to going live.

Wi-Fi Enabled for
Communications and Testing,
and optional data plans if Wi-Fi
is not available

B2 Payment Solutions has launched its B2 Mobile Test Suite to assist
merchants in this endeavor. The suite consists of a couple mobile
devices with pre-loaded test cards that enable organizations to test
various forms of mobile payments.
Similar to the physical EMV and contactless cards that B2 has
provided for years, the B2 Mobile Test Suite is ideal for:
User Acceptance Testing (application development and testing)
Training Support Personnel
Performing Demonstrations
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The Payment Experts

Wi-Fi Enabled or
SIM Card Available
No cellular service will be
provided with the mobile
devices, Wi-Fi will be
enabled as the primary
communications mode.
If a customer does not
have Wi-Fi available, B2
ships all phones with a
SIM card that may be
enabled with ‘data only’
functionality.

Mobile Payment Options

Control and Management
The mobile devices will be managed under
B2’s Mobile Device Management system
(MDM). With the MDM, B2 has the ability to
remotely manage and update the applications,
including the ability to control how the mobile
devices are configured to limit instances
where someone might inadvertently delete an
app, change a setting, etc.

The B2 Mobile Test Suite includes two
smartphones – an iPhone® 8 and a Galaxy®
S7. These phones will be pre-loaded and
setup to provide the ability to test the Apple
Pay® wallet (which includes American
Express, Discover, Mastercard, and Visa test
accounts) on the iPhone® and Visa and
Mastercard test cards in an Android® applet
on the Galaxy® device. Testing of other
digital/ mobile devices and hardware (e.g.
smartwatches, new versions of smartphones,
etc.) may also be available upon request.

Contact a B2 Expert Today to Learn More:
B2’s extensive suite of solutions and services allows us to help lead our customers into the next generation of smart and
secure solutions. By applying B2’s services together with world-class technologies, the company delivers innovative
solutions to customers across the globe. Contact B2 today for additional information and pricing.

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS:
251 Consumers Road, Suite 1200 Toronto, ON M2J 4R3
Phone: +1.416.730.9827 or +1.855.730.9827

Email: sales@b2ps.com

Website: www.b2ps.com

